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1. Introduction 
 A Common Cause Failure (CCF) event refers to 
specific class of dependent events that
existence of two main factors: Susceptibility of 
components to fail or become unavailable due t
particular root cause of failure, and coupling factor 
coupling mechanism) that creates the condition for 
multiple components getting affected [1].

PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) 
operating experience of Nuclear Power P
have demonstrated that dependent events such as CCF 
events are major contributor to risk during 

From cost-benefit consideration, putting significant 
design modifications in place to prevent CCF would not 
be desirable in terms of risk managemen
regulatory effectiveness and efficiency.
paper proposes development of an easy 
practical defense strategy against coupling factors and 
common root causes. Explicit defense strategy can be 
put in place by the development of  
Defense Matrix) and CFDM (Coupling Fa
Matrix). 

In the present study, CDM and CFDM for 
Emergency Diesel generator (EDG) are developed.
proposed that the incorporation of 
strategies will result in modification of 
Factor of the Event Impact Vector by the factor of 0.25
Proposed EDG CDM (Cause-Defense Matrix) and 
CFDM (Coupling Factor -Defense Matrix) provides 
effective and efficient measures for reducing risk 
contribution of EDG to CDF in terms of cost
consideration.  

 
2. Methods and Results 

PSA results of a NPP infer that the 
Power event would be a significant contributor to CDF. 
Thus, it is desirable to secure high 
emergency power supply system 
defense capability against CCF of EDG effectively and 
efficiently.  

The identification of the vulnerability to CCF at NPP 
requires comprehensive review of
experience of NPPs.  

Following section denotes summary of literature 
review of operating experience of EDG 
proposed CDM and CFDM of EDG.  

 
2.1 Literature Survey for Insights about EDG Failure 
 
     NUREG/CR-6819 [2] gives CCF event
EDG. Event Summary of 138 events (from 1999
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the highest number of events occurred in the 
instrumentation and control sub
percent) followed by the cooling, engine, fuel oil, and 
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over 50 percent of the EDG CCF events. 
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Fig. 1 System wise distribution of Failure  
      It was also observed that 
the leading coupling factor (
followed by maintenance (39 events 
which accounted for the ma
events. The environmental, 
operation were contributing to 
root causes contributing to 
summarised in Table I. 
 

Table I: CCF proximate causes for EDG failure 

CCF Cause 
Design/Construction/Installation/Man
ufacturing inadequacy accounted
Internal to Component faults 
accounted. 
Human error accounted. 
External Environment and the other 
proximate cause categories assigned to 
the EDG component. 
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t was also observed that shortcoming in design is 
(66 events or 48 percent) 
39 events or 28 percent) 

for the majority of the remaining 
nvironmental, hardware quality and 

to a lesser degree. Major 
contributing to above CCF events are 

CCF proximate causes for EDG failure  

Percentage 
Design/Construction/Installation/Man

accounted. 
~33% 

Internal to Component faults ~30% 
~22% 

External Environment and the other 
assigned to 

~15% 
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2.2 Development of Defense Matrix  
 

The explicit defense strategy was developed for EDG 
based on the insights gained from literature review. 
There are three methods of defense against a CCF  
a) Defense against root cause. 
b) Defense against coupling factor. 
c) Defense against both root cause and coupling factor. 

The defense strategy against failure root causes will 
reduce the number of individual failures and the defense 
strategy developed against coupling factor will 
eliminate the relationship between the failures. 
However, the most comprehensive strategy is 
developing defense against both root cause and 
coupling factor. Thus, both CDM and CFDM were 
developed for generic EDG. Fig. 2 Illustrates the CDM 

for each sub system of EDG. The design control, use of 
qualified equipment, testing and preventive 
maintenance programs, procedure review, and 
personnel training quality Control etc. are the main 
defenses employed.  

Fig. 3 demonstrates the CFDM and lists various 
strategies that can be adopted against each system of 
EDG for reduction of CCF due to coupling factors. 
Typical defenses adopted against coupling factor are 
diversity (functional, equipment, staff), physical or 
functional barriers (spatial separation physical 
protection, interlocks removal, or administrative control 
on cross ties), and testing and maintenance policy 
(staggered testing, staggered maintenance).  

The defenses adopted are feasible and easy to 
implement for both CDM and CFDM. 

 

 Fig. 2 Cause - Defense Matrix 
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Fig. 3 Coupling Factor - Defense Matrix  

 
2.3 Modelling of CCF event in Probabilistic Safety 

Assessment [1] 
      To quantify the CCF events in PSA various 
Parametric Model (such as alpha factor, beta factor and 
multiple greek letter methods) are proposed in literature. 
CCF parameter estimation is done through industry 
based generic data. Since the CCF events are rare 
therefore plant specific assessment of CCF event 
frequencies is statistically insignificant. 
   Generic identification of these parameters is carried 
out by identification of all CCF events. These CCF 
events are then classified according to the level of 
impact of events by identifying an “Event Impact Factor” 
for each event. For a component group of size m, the 
Event Impact Vector has (m+1) elements. A CCF event 
of k component will have (k+1)th  element of Event 
Impact Vector  as one otherwise zero.  In case of EDG 
component group of size 2, possible Event Impact 
Vectors are the following: 
 

a) [1,0,0] : No component failed 
b) [0,1,0]: Only one component failed. 
c) [0,0,1]: Two components failed due to CCF 

 
    The parameters of the alpha-factor model “αk (m)” 
denotes the fraction of the total frequency of failure 
events that occur in the system that involve the failure 
of k components due to a common cause in a m 
component system. The parameters for alpha factor 
model are estimated from identified Event Impact 
Vectors  by the co-relation given below. 
 

                  αk(m)= nk /(Σnj)                               (1) 
 

Where, 
nk = total number of basic events involving failure of k 
similar components. 
nj = the sum of the jth element of the impact vector, 
over all events 
  Generic value of alpha factor of two EDG system are  : 
α1(2)  = 0.953  and  α2(2) = 0.047 
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2.4 Parameter re-estimation [1] 
 The generic CCF parameters have been developed 
with the review of generic plant data. However with the 
incorporation of defenses as per CDM and CFDM 
discussed in section 2.2, the plant specific performance 
will differ. The applicability of generic CCF parameter 
has to be modified for NPP with these strengthened 
defenses. Modified CCF Parameter can be calculated by 
calculating Modified Specific Event Impact Vector (Ir) given by:  

 
                       Ir = r * I                                   (2) 

 
Where, r= r1* r2 r1 is measure of applicability of root cause. 
r2 is measure of applicability of coupling factor. 
 

   Strength of EDG system defense against the root 
cause and coupling factor of the event as compared with 
generic EDG is the basis of re-estimating r1 and r2. On 
the scale of zero to one, zero strength results in no 
failure and strength of unity denotes no change in 
defense. The values of r1 and r2 based on the strength of 
defense of target system [ref. 1] with the original 
/average plant are discussed in Table II.   

Table II: Applicability factors based on defenses applied. 
[ref.1]  

Strength of Defense in 
Comparison to Average Plant 

Root 
Cause (r1) 

Coupling  
Factor (r2) Complete Defense 0 0 

Superior Defense 0.1 0.1 
Moderately Better Defense 0.5 0.5 
Weaker or no defense 1 1 
           

Conservatively taking the strength of defenses proposed 
as “Moderately better defense” against root cause and 
coupling factor (r1 =r2= 0.25), the modified Application 
specific impact vector will be,     Ir = 0.25 I.  
    Estimation of plant specific Alpha factor from the 
revised Impact vectors requires the use of software code. 
However, Alpha factor if subjectively estimated i.e. by 
multiplying the generic alpha factor with applicability 
factor would result in α2  as 0.01175 and  α1 as 0.98825. 

 
3. Conclusions 

     The aim of this study was to propose feasible 
defenses against CCF from cost benefit consideration to 
enhance the safety. This study provides the CDM and 
CFDM of EDG. Defenses employed against cause and 
coupling factor can be easily employed in operation and 
maintenance programme of NPP and are not an 
additional cost burden. Such enhancement of defense 
against the CCF can give a modest improvement in 
CDF. This approach is specifically helpful in plants that 
are already under operation and significant 
modifications are not economically feasible. 
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